Alfred To Enter Men In Mid-Atlantic Track Meet In Lancaster, Pa.

Bob Ludwig, Argenteri or Pedue To Participate In College Track Meet

Madeline Goering, elected New Yearbook, WSG Officers

The excellent cross-country schedule

Chaplain Napiers

In Georgia College

Forty-One Men Pledge Frats In Rushing Season

Next year's Footlight Club production with

America Moving-Up Day Activities To Feature Sports, Free Afternoon

Honorary Frats To Tap Members In Assembly, Special Movie Scheduled

Club To Collect Used Books For Caeu University

Senior yearbook, 48 copies on the press by Monday night.

Tennis Tournament For Men Scheduled

A number of special activities

WAGB Invites Girls To Social Hour Thursday

The Women's Athletic Governing Board has announced that the WAGB will sponsor a social hour Thursday night at 8 p.m.

Know Your Alumni

An attempt to acquaint present students with the alumni who make up the class of 1943 and to keep them interested in the Alumni Association.

Margaret Newswinger Gray '21

Her father, a former trustee of the college, was one of the best athletes of Alfred of the early years, and Margaret has been a member of the track and field team for the past three years.

Campus Elects New Yearbook, WSG Officers

Hannah Semans '21, elected editor of the yearbook for 1946-47, is working on a staff that will consist of at least 75 students.

Robert Ludwig '48 and Duane Behlin '49.

Campus Elects New Yearbook, WSG Officers
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This week's FIAT LUX has been revisted to two pages because of a shortage of paper. Two more changes in type size and type face in order? The group of Alfred nationalists loitered in the streets for at least two hours. It is our opinion that the group should have been dispersed by the police in order to maintain peace and order. We believe that the group was acting unlawfully. The police should have taken action to prevent any further disturbance. The group of Alfred nationalists was made up of a number of individuals who were upset about the decision to discontinue the newspaper. They were shouting slogans and carrying signs. We believe that the group was being disruptive and that they should have been dispersed by the police. The police should have taken action to prevent any further disturbance. The group of Alfred nationalists was made up of a number of individuals who were upset about the decision to discontinue the newspaper. They were shouting slogans and carrying signs. We believe that the group was being disruptive and that they should have been dispersed by the police. The police should have taken action to prevent any further disturbance. The group of Alfred nationalists was made up of a number of individuals who were upset about the decision to discontinue the newspaper. They were shouting slogans and carrying signs. We believe that the group was being disruptive and that they should have been dispersed by the police. The police should have taken action to prevent any further disturbance. The group of Alfred nationalists was made up of a number of individuals who were upset about the decision to discontinue the newspaper. They were shouting slogans and carrying signs. We believe that the group was being disruptive and that they should have been dispersed by the police. The police should have taken action to prevent any further disturbance.